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The following result is well-known. 
THEOREM 1. Zf a 2-group S contains a subgroup A of order 4 with 
C,(A) = A, then S is cyclic of order 4, dihedral, quasidihedral, or generalized 
quaternion. Zf G is a finite simple group containing a subgroup A of order 4 such 
that A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(A), then G is isomorphic to one of the 
following groups: 
&(q), q odd, h(q), q = - 1 (mod 4), G(q), q = 1 (mod 4), 
A 7 , 01 WI . 
A proof of the first part of the theorem may be found in [8, Lemma 4, 
9, Proposition 11. The proof of the latter part may be obtained by the known 
classification theorems [ 1, 41. 
As in [3], we call S a 2-group of sectional rank K, if every subgroup of S 
can be generated by at most k elements and at least one subgroup of S cannot 
be generated by K - 1 elements. In general, r(G) denotes the sectional rank 
of a Sylow 2-subgroup of a group G. 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM 2. Zf a 2-group S contains a subgroup A of order 8 with 
C,(A) _C A, then r(S) is at most 4. Moreover, af A is nonabelian, then S is 
dihedral, quasidihedral, or generalized quaternion. Zf G is a simple group 
containing an abelian subgroup A of order 8 such that A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
Co(A), then r(G) is at most 4 and the structure of G is of known type. 
Remark. All alternating and sporadic simple groups, and some of Chevalley 
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groups, of sectional rank at most 4, contain a subgroup A which satisfies the 
condition of the latter part of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 1. If a simple group G contains an involution x such that 
Co(x) has Sylow 2-subgroups isomorphic to 2, x D,n or 2, x QD,n, then G 
is isomorphic to L,(8), J1 , &IV2 , OY the groups of Ree type Re(q). 
Here D,n, QD,n denote, respectively, a dihedral or quasidihedral group 
of order 2n. 
It is well-known that the simple groups A, , A, and PSp(4, q), q odd, have 
two conjugacy classes of involutions. Let G be one of the simple groups 
above and x be an involution of G which is not contained in the center of any 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then C,(x) has the Sylow 2-subgroups isomorphic 
to; 
T=gp(t,T,,T,/t”=I,T,~TT,rD,n,[T,,T,]=l, 
(T1, t> z (T, , t) s D2n+’ 
It is immediate that C&t) is a self-centralizing elementary abelian subgroup of 
T of order 8. Hence by Theorem 2 and [3], we have; 
COROLLARY 2. The simple groups A, , A,, and PSp,(q) are characterized 
by the centralizer of an involution which is not contained in the center of any 
Sylow 2-subgroup of the given simple group. 
The following two theorems deal with finite groups containing self- 
centralizing elementary abelian subgroups of order 16. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a finite group containing an elementary abelian 
subgroup of order 16. Suppose 
(i) A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(A), and 
(ii) No(A)/Co(A) is isomorphic to A,, A,, S, , A, OT No(A)/Co(A) 
contains a subgroup of index at most 2 isomorphic to 2, x A, . 
Then r(G) is at most 4. In particular, if G is simple, then the structure of G Zs 
of known type. 
Remark. A, , A, , A,, , 4,) n/r,, t Mm 9 Jz , J3 , MC, 4 b(4), PSp(4, q), 
L,(q), q + 1 (mod 0 ukd, q + 7 (mod 81, L,(q), q = 3 (mod 4), or u,(q), 
q = 1 (mod 4), q odd for all cases, are only simple groups containing a 
subgroup A which satisfies the condition of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a finite group containing an involution x. Suppose 
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(i) A Sylow 2-subgroup T of Co(x) has the form; T = U x W, 
Ur Z, x Z,, Usx, Wz D,n orQD,n, and 
(ii) For any involution u of lJ#, T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G(u). 
Then r(G) is at most 4. Moreover, af G is simple, then G is isomorphic to 
-W6) 0~ Jz . 
1. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let B be a four group acting faithfully on an elementary abelian 
group A of order 8. Then one of the following possibilities holds; 
(i) C,(B) = [A,B]r Z,andA.BzQ,*Q,,or 
(ii) C,(B)=[A,B]-ZZ,xZ,andA.Bg(Z,xZ,)JZ,. 
Proof. We have that Aut(A) g GL(3,2) and GL(3, 2) has exactly two 
conjugacy classes of four subgroups. There thus exist at most two possible 
structures for A . B. Indeed, Qs * Qs and (Z, x Z,) s Z, are those two 
possibilities. The lemma follows immediately from this. 
LEMMA 2. Let S be a 2-group containing a subgroup R isomorphi? to 
Qs * Qs . I f  C,(R) c R, then r(S) < 4. Moreover, ;f SCN&S) is nonempty, 
then 1 S 1 < 2’. 
Proof. We first remark that the condition on R forces C,(R) = Z(R) = 
Z(S). I f  SCNs(S) . is empty, then the lemma follows from [6]. Thus we may 
assume that S contains a normal elementary abelian subgroup X of order 8. 
We shall argue that X C R. Let X1 be a normal four subgroup of S contained 
in X. Then Xi C N,(R). Suppose that Xi $ R. Since R is extra-special and 
C,(R) CR, X,/Z(R) must induce an outer automorphism on R. As 
[R: C,(X,)] < 2, Xi cannot interchange RI and R, where R = R, t R, , 
R, G R, s Qs . Thus Xi normalizes R, and R, and moreover, Xi must 
induce an inner automorphism on one of R, or R, , say on R, . Then 
RIR,XI = R, * R, , where R, = Cs(R,) n R,R,X, . As X, induces an 
outer automorphism on R, , we have that R, E Q16 or QD,, . It is now 
immediate that the normal closure of any element of R,R, - R,R, can not be 
of order 4. This conflicts with Xi 4 S. Thus Xi _C R. This implies that 
XC N,(R). Set V = N,(R) and S = S/Z(R). Suppose Xg R. Then, as 
[RR: CR(X)] < 2, X normalizes RI and Rz . Moreover, as with Xi, X must 
induce an inner automorphism on one of RI or R, , say on R, . We conclude 
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easily, as before, that RIR,X = R, * R, where R, g Q16 or QD,, . On the 
other hand, ‘one can check directly that 
SCWQs *Qd = SC&(Qs *Q%J = a. 
This conflicts with X <I R,R, . Thus X _C R, as required. 
We next investigate the structure of V = N,(R). Since SCN,(Qs * Q18) = 
SCNa(Qs * QDJ = 0, no element of V - R induces an inner automorphism 
on R, or R, . Hence any element of V - R must interchange R, and R, or 
induces an outer automorphism on both R, and R, . As the Sylow 2-subgroups 
of the outer automorphism group of Qs * Qs are dihedral of order 8, we have 
that 1 V : R 1 < 4. 
Suppose that S 3 V. Then v  contains an elementary abelian subgroup T 
of order 16 with T # i?. By the action of elements of v  - R on ii, CR(t) z 
Z, x Z, for t E T - R. Therefore T n i7 s Z, x Z, , v  = TR and 
Z(F) = T n R. On the other hand, as V/R g 2, x 2, , T must contain an 
involution which interchanges R, and R, and also an involution which 
induces an outer automorphism on both R, and R, . This forces that 
Z(r) g 2,. Thus S = V. Again by the action of the elements of V - R on 
R, it is easy to show that the sectional rank of S is, in fact, at most 4. 
LEMMA 3. 
(i) Let R be a 2-group of order 32 containing an elementary abelian 
subgroup A of order 16. If j Z(R)1 < 4, then R g (2, x 2,) s 2,. 
(ii) Let S be a 2-group containing a subgroup R isomorphic to (2, x Zz)s 2,. 
If C,(Z(R)) = R, then r(S) < 4. Moreover, if SCN,(S) is nonempty, then 
j s 1 < 27. 
Proof. As for (i), it is enough to show that R - A contains an involution. 
Let a be an element of R - A. Since Z(R) C A, a induces an automorphism 
c of order 2 on A. As 1 Z(R)/ < 4, the semidirect product R of A by d is 
isomorphic to (Z, x Z,) l Z, . Thus A contains normal subgroups Ai of R 
with A = A, x A, and R/A, z D, , i = 1,2. Hence without loss, we may 
assume that a2 E A, . But then (a, A,) s D, . Therefore R - A contains an 
involution. 
We next prove (ii). Let A be a unique elementary abelian subgroup of order 
16 of R. Let a be an involution of R - A. Setting V = N,(A) and Y = V/A, 
we argue that / Cy(a)l < 4 and C,(A) = A. Let D be the inverse image of 
CV(a) in V. Clearly D normalizes R = (a, A) and C,(a). Since every 
involution of R - A is conjugate to a by the action of A, we have that 
D = C,(u)A. As C,(u) normalizes C,(a) = Z(R) g Z, x Z, , we conclude 
that I C,(u)1 < 4, inasmuch as C,(Z(R)) = R by assumption. Thus 
481/33/I-11 
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/ D 1 = 1 Cp(a)l < 4. Moreover, if the equality holds, then C,(a) must 
contain an element which acts nontrivially on Z(R). Suppose that C,(A) 1 A. -- 
Since a $ C,(A) and 8 normalizes Cs(A), D contains a four subgroup Di 
containing a and acting trivially on Z(R). This contradicts the fact shown 
above. Therefore C,(A) = A and 1 D ) < 4, as required. 
By Theorem 1, v  is dihedral or quasidihedral, if a 6 Z(v). In the contrary 
case, clearly v  = D = C’,(a). As V is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(4,2), 
~gZ2,Z,,Z, XZaorD,. 
I f  B s 2, or 2,) then A is the unique elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 16 of V. Since V = N,(A), we must have that S = l? It is now easy 
to see that r(S) < 4 with 1 S 1 < 26. 
It remains to treat the case v  s 2, x 2, or D, . We first argue that D is of 
type A,. Since D s Zs x Z, , we can find an element d of D with D = (iz, a>. 
As D = C,(a) . A, we may assume that d E C,(a). The nontrivial action of d 
on Z(R) g 2, x 2, implies that (d, Z(R)) E D, . Hence we may assume, 
moreover, that d2 = 1. Thus D splits over A. Since Z(D) z 2, , the four 
subgroup (a, d) consists of three noncentral involutions of GL(4,2), if 
we embed D in the holomorph GL(4,2) Ers . As in the proof of [3, 
Lemma 2.2 (iv) of Part II], we see that GL(4,2) has exactly two conjugacy 
classes of four subgroups which consist of three noncentral involutions of 
GL(4,2). Since Z(D) z Z, , the structure of D is uniquely determined. 
Indeed, D is of type A,. 
Let Q be a subgroup of D of type Qs * Qs (this is a well-known property of 
the 2-groups of type A,. However, using Lemma 1 (i), one can check 
directly that (a, d)C,(a) C,(d) g Qs * Qs). Suppose that C,(Q) $ Q. Then, 
as A normalizes C,(Q), we can find a subgroup B of C,(Q) of order 4 with 
B 1 Z(Q) and BA = B. It follows that [A, B] C Z(Q) = Z(D). Hence B 
normalizes R and so B C D. On the other hand, clearly C,(Q) = Z(Q). This 
contradiction forces that C,(Q) c Q. N ow the lemma follows from Lemma 2. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2, THE NONABELIAN CASE 
Let S be a 2-group containing a nonabelian subgroup A of order 8 with 
C,(A) C A. Then A g D, or Qs . We proceed the proof of the theorem by 
induction on / S 1. Thus we assume that S contains a maximal subgroup T 
such that T > A and T is dihedral, quasidihedral, or generalized quaternion. 
If  T = A, then any element of S - A must induce an outer automorphism on 
A. Therefore S is of the required type. Thus we may assume that 1 T 1 2 16. 
Let B be the unique normal cyclic subgroup of T of order 4 and C be 
a subgroup of A of order 4 with A = BC. Suppose that an element a of 
S - T centralizes C. Then a stabilizes the chain A 3 Z(A) 3 1, as B” = B. 
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This implies that a induces an inner automorphism on A. This conflicts with 
C,(A) c A. Thus no element of S - T centralizes C. Since this also holds 
in T - C, we conclude that C,(C) = C. Now Theorem 1 is applicable and 
we conclude that S is of the required type. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2, THE ABELIAN CASE 
Let S be a 2-group containing a self-centralizing abelian subgroup A of 
order 8. We assume the sectional rank of S is at least 5. By [6], we may 
assume that S contains a normal elementary abelian subgroup Eof order 8. 
We divide the proof into three cases; 
(ii) A z 2, x 2, , 
(iii) A s 2s . 
Case (i). A z Es 
We first treat the case A s E8 . Lemmas 4-6 will be proved under this 
assumption. 
LEMMA 4. If  A <I S, then v(S) < 4. 
Proof. Suppose that A 4 S. Then S/A = S/C,(A) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of GL(3,2). Therefore the abelian rank of S/A is at most 2. Since 
S/A acts faithfully on A, S can not contain an elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 2s. We have 1 S 1 < 26 and if the equality holds, then 1 S’ / > 4, as 
[S, A] # 1 and (S/A)’ # 1. Thus S cannot have a homomorphic image 
isomorphic to Ez2 . This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5. E _C N,(A). I f  [ A A E I < 2, then r(S) < 4. 
Proof. Since Z(S) C A = C,(A), A n E is a nontrivial normal subgroup 
of AE. By the previous lemma, E # A. Suppose first that A n E g 2, x 2, . 
Then E/A n E is of order 2 and is normal in AE/A n E. Hence E/A n E C 
Z(AE/A n E) and so AE = A, as required. 
Suppose next that A n E s 2,. Then A contains a four subgroup A, 
with A, n E = I and so AE = A,E. If  C,,(E) 1 E, then a four subgroup 
A, of A centralizes E and A,E s El6 . Let a be an element of A - A, . Then 
/ C,(u)1 = 4. Hence C,(A) C A . C,(u) s E16, contrary to C,(A) = A. 
This yields that A, is faithful on E. Since C,(A,) = A n E g 2, , we must 
have AE s &s * Qs by Lemma 1 (i). As C,(AE) C C,(A) _C AE, Lemma 2 
yields that r(S) < 4 in this case. This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 6. Let B be an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8 in N,(A). 
If ] A n B j ,( 2, then r(S) < 4. 
PYOOf. Since Aut(A) s GL(3, 2), B cannot act faithfully on A. As 
C,(A) = A, 1 A n B j > 2. Suppose that 1 A n B 1 = 2. Let B, be a 
complement to A n B in B. By Lemma 1, AB z Qs * Qa or (2, x 2,) 12, . 
Clearly C,(AB) c AB in both cases. Therefore by Lemma 2, if AB z Q8 * Q8 , 
then r(S) < 4. Thus we may assume that AB z (2, x 2,) J 2,. We argue 
that the condition of Lemma 3 (ii) holds, which would imply r(S) < 4. 
Let A, = Z(AB) g 2, x 2,. Suppose that C,(A,) 1 AB. Then 
Cs(A,) - AB contains an element t with (AB)t = AB and t2 E AB. Let a be 
an element of A - A, . Then A,B, E El6 , a E AB - A,B, , C,l,l(a) = A,, 
and all involution of AB - A,B, are conjugate to a. Therefore, we may 
assume, without loss, that [a, t] = 1. Thus t E C,(A) - A, contrary to 
C,(A) = A. Hence the condition of Lemma 3 (ii) holds, as desired. This 
completes the proof. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1 in the case A g EB . By Lemma 5, 
E C N,(A). Moreover, we may assume that 1 A n E j = 4. Thus AE g 
2, x D, . By Lemma 6, we may assume that 1 A n B I 3 4 for any elementary 
abelian subgroup B of N,(A) of order 8. 
We argue that N,(A)/A z$ D, . Suppose false. Since ST) N,(A) by 
Lemma 4, N,(A) contains a conjugate B = At of A where t 6 N,(A) and 
Ns(A)t = N,(A). Since B 4 N,(A) and A n B s 2, x 2s , B maps onto 
the center of N,(A)/A. On the other hand, E also maps onto the center of 
Ns(A)/A. Hence AE = AB. As AE e 2, x D, , we have that B = A or 
B = E. The first possibility does not occur, as t #N,(A), while the second 
does not either as B + S. This contradiction forces that / N,(A): A I < 4. 
We next investigate the structure of s = S/E. Let a be an involution of 
A - E. The inverse image D of C’s(%) normalizes AE. Since A + E in S and 
AEr Z, x D,, D normalizes A. Hence by the previous argument, 
/ D / < 25. Thus I Cs(a)l < 4. Therefore, by Theorem 1, s is cyclic of order 
at most 4, dihedral, or quasidihedral. 
I f  1 S I < 25, then clearly r(S) < 4. Thus we may assume that s is dihedral 
or quasidihedral of order at least 8. Suppose that S contains subgroups T and 
U with T/U= Ea2. Clearly then E _C T and E n U = 1. Hence [T, Ej 2 
E n U = 1. Since T/E is of order at least 4, T contains the inverse image K 
of Z(S/E) in S. As K C T C C,(E), K E E16, or Z, x Z, x Z, . The latter 
possibility does not occur, as Q(T) n E C U n E = 1. Thus K E El, . 
Since C,(a) z Z, X Z, , we have that (a, K) gg (Z, x Zz)s Z, . As 
A = (a, C,(a)) Q (a, K), we can find an elementary subgroup B of 
<a, K) of order 8 with I A n B 1 = 2 and B C N,(A). This conflicts with our 
present assumption. Thus no such T and U exist. Hence r(S) <4, as required. 
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Case (ii). A g 2, x 2, 
We set A = (a) x (b), 1 a 1 = 4, 1 b 1 = 2, and a2 = c. As in the 
previous case, E denotes a normal elementary abelian subgroup of S of order 
8. The following lemma is trivial. 
LEMMA 7. 
(i) Aut(A) is a dihedral group of order 8 and is generated by two 
involutions 01, /3 with 
aa = ab, ba = b; a* = a, bfl = bc. 
Moreover, (up)” inverts A. 
(ii) j N,(A)] < 26. If the equality holds, then Z(N,(A)) = Z(S) = (c). 
(iii) I f  N,(A)/A s 2, or D, , then the unique central involution of 
N,(A)/A inverts A. 
(iv) I f  1 N,(A)/A [ > 4, then N,(A) contains an element which invHts A. 
LEMMA 8. IflAnE <2,thenr(S)<4. 
Proof. Suppose that j A n E I < 2. Then A n E s 2, and A n E = (c}, 
(bc) or (b). 
Suppose first that A n E = (c}. Then C,(E) = (c}, as C,(A) = A. 
Since A/(c) s 2, x 2, , we can apply Lemma 1 (i) and conclude that 
[A, E] = (c). Hence AE/(c) E E16. Clearly then Z(AE) = (AE)’ = 
@(AE) = (c} g 2, . This implies that AE is extraspecial and so AE E Qg * Q8. 
As C,(AE) C A C AE, Lemma 2 yields that r(S) < 4. 
We next treat the case A n E = (6) or (bc). Without loss, we may assume 
that A n E = (b). We have AE/E z (a) E 2, , I f  [c, E] = 1, then a 
centralizes a four subgroup of E. This conflicts with C,(A) = A. Therefore 
{a) acts faithfully on E. This forces that Z(S) = (b). Set E = (b, x, y>. 
Without loss, we may assume that 
x’” = xb, ya = yx, 
and so 
ax = ab, aY = ax, [c, xl = 1, and x E N,(A). 
Clearly then (b, x) is the unique normal four subgroup of S contained in E. 
Hence x maps into the center of N,(A)/A. Since x does not invert A, 
N,(A)/A $ 2, or D, by Lemma 7 (iii). Thus N,(A)/A z 2, or 2, x 2,. 
Suppose first that I N,(A)1 = 25. Then by Lemma 7 (iv), N,(A) contains an 
element t which inverts A. We have N,(A) = (A, x, t) and (t, A)/(b) E D, . 
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Thus t2 E (b). Setting F = N,(A)E, we see that F/E E D, and F/E is 
faithful on E, inasmuch as c maps onto the center ofF/E and does not centralize 
E. By the structure of GL(3,2), F/E must contain a four subgroup F,IE 
with C,(F,) s 2, . Interchanging t and tu if necessary, we may assume that 
Fl = (c, t, E). But then, by Lemma 1 (i), [Fl , E] = C,(F,) = (b). Since 
(c, t)/(b) E 2, x 2,) we have that F,/(b) s E16. It is now easy to see 
thatF,rQ,*Q,. 
We shall show that C,(F,) = (b) CF, , which would imply r(S) < 4 by 
Lemma 2. Suppose false. Then, as a normalizes C,(F,), we can find a subgroup 
V of order 4 of C,(F,) which contains (b) and is normalized by a. But then 
[a, I’] = 1 (mod (b)). Hence V normalizes A. On the other hand, clearly 
C,(F,) = Z(F,) = (6). This contradiction forces C,(F,) = (b), as 
required. 
It thus remains to treat the case that 1 N,(A)1 = 21. This in turn implies 
that N,(A) = (A, x). We set A, = N,(A), A, = N,(A,) and A, = N,(A,). 
As @(A,) = (b, c), A, has exactly three maximal subgroups; E, A and 
(ax, b) = AY. Since A, permutes those maximal subgroups among themselves 
by conjugation, we see that [A, : A,] < 2. Since Alg = A, , we have that 
1 A, j = 25 and A, = (A, X, y). As r(A,) < 4, A, 1 A, . On the other hand, 
as @(A,) = @, c, x>, A2 has exactly three maximal subgroups; A, , 
(uy, b, c, x), and (c, E). As before, we must have [A, : A,] = 2, and so 
/ A, 1 = 26. A, contains exactly 7 involutions, while (c, E), being isomorphic 
to 2, x D, , contains 1 I. Hence A, & (c, E). Thus A, contains an element t 
with Alt = (uy, b, c, x). 
I f  CA3(E) = E, then A,/E z D, . Since r(A3) < 4 as in Lemma 4, we may 
assume that S 1 A, . Therefore S - A, contains an element s with AaS = A, 
and s2 E A, . As E can not be self-centralizing in (s, A&, we may assume that 
[s, E] = 1 and so (s, A&/E z D, x 2, . But then s normalizes A, . This 
conflicts with A, = N,(A,). Thus CA3(E) 3 E. Since A,/E is faithful on E, 
we may assume that [t, E] = 1. 
We shall show that (b, c, x) is the unique normal self-centralizing 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 8. Indeed, suppose that this is the case. 
Setting B = (6, c, x), we have A,IB z D, . Since r(A3) < 4, we may choose 
an element s E S - A, with AaS = A, and s2 E A,. But then (s, A,)/B E 
D, x 2, , which would be a contradiction, again as A, = NJA,). 
Since &(A,) = B = sZ,((uy, b, c, x)), B 4 A,. As at = uy (mod B) and 
A,IB g 2, x 2, , we have that A,IB g D, . The element y  maps onto 
Z(A,/B) and y  does not centralize B. Therefore CA3(B) = B. Since (a) is 
faithful on E and t is not, we conclude that A,/E z Z, x 2, . Thus 
Q,(A,) C <E, c, 0. 
Suppose first that (E, t) z El, . Then C<,,,,(c) = (b, x} and so (E, c, t) g 
(Z, x Z,) s Z, . Since all involution of (E, c, t) - (E, t) are contained in B, 
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B is the unique normal self-centralizing elementary abelian subgroup of A, 
of order 8 in this case. 
Suppose next that (E, t} g 2, x 2, x 2,. Since a centralizes Ol((E, t)), 
t2 = 6. Suppose that c inverts an element t, of (t, E) - E. Then ctl = cb, as 
t,z = b. Thus t, normalizes (6, c) and hence C,z((b, c>)“l = (A, x). As 
t, I+ A, = N,(A,), this is a contradiction. Hence c inverts no element of 
(t, E) - E. Thus all involutions of (c, t, E) - E are contained in B. Thus 
B has the required property. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
By the previous lemma, it suffices to prove the theorem when A n E z 
2, x 2, for any normal elementary abelian subgroup E of S of order 8. 
Lemma 9, 10 and the final argument will be proved under this assumption. 
We set E = (b, c, x). 
LEMMA 9. If  j N,(A)1 = 26, then Y(S) < 4. 
Pyoof. Suppose that 1 N,(A)/ = 26. By Lemma 7 (ii), Z(N,(A) = 
Z(S) = (c). Since j(a, E)] = 24, x normalizes A and so EC N,(A). As 
E 4 N,(A), x maps onto the center of N,(A)/A g D, . Thus by Lemma 7(iii), 
x inverts A. In particular, Xa = xc. Let e be an element of N,(A) such that 
ue = a and be = bc. Then e2 E C,(A) = A. 
Suppose first that 1 e 1 < 4. Then e2 E (b, c) and so (e, b, c) g D, . Thus 
we may assume that e2 = 1. Since (E, e) E D, x 2, , we may also assume 
that [e, X] = 1. Setting s = S/(c), we have 2 = (a, 6) g Z, x Z, and 
(a, X) z 2, x 2,. Thus (A, e, X) E E16. Since Z((A, e, x>) = (c), we 
conclude, as usual, that (A, e, x) G Qs c Qs . Lemma 2 now yields that 
Y(S) < 4. 
Suppose next that 1 e ( = 8. Since N,(A) contains an element d with 
ud = a6 and bd = b, @(N,(A)) = (a, b, x). As x inverts A, (A, x) e 
2, x D, . Thus A is characteristic in N,(A). This forces that S = N,(A). 
It is now easy to see that r(S) < 4, as required. 
LEMMA 10. Let s = S/E. If  1 Cs(ii)i < 4, then r(S) < 4. 
Proof. Suppose that 1 Cs(a)j < 4. Then, by Theorem 1, S is cyclic of 
order at most 4, dihedral, or quasidihedral. Clearly we may assume that 
[ S 1 > 26. Hence S is dihedral or quasidihedral of order at least 8. 
Suppose that S contains subgroups T and U with T/U z Es2 . Then, 
as in the final step of the proof of Theorem 1 in the case that A g E, , 
we conclude that the inverse image K of Z(s) in S is elementary of order 16. 
Since C,(u) = (6, c), (a, K) G (Z, x 2,) J-Z, by Lemma 3 (i). Moreover 
the same lemma yields that C,((b, c)) r) (a, K), inasmuch as Y(S) 3 5 by 
assumption. Let t be an element of C,((b, c)) with (a, K)t = (a, K) and 
t2 E (a, K). 
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Since A 4 (a, K), we have that 1 N,(A)] = 25 by Lemma 9. Suppose that 
(x, A) G 2, x D, . Then (ax)” = 1. Since all involutions of (a, K) - K 
are conjugate to ax by the action of K, we may assume that (ax)” = ax. 
Thus t normalizes (A, x). As A is characteristic in (A, x), At = A. This 
conflicts with 1 N,(A)1 = 25. Hence (A, x) g 2, x D, and so x does not 
invert A. By Lemma 7 (iv), N,(A) contains an element d which inverts A. 
As N,(A) = (a, K), we may assume that d E K. Hence d is an involution 
and (ad)2 = 1. It follows that (a, E), (d, E) = K, (ad, E) contain, respec- 
tively, 7, 15, or 11 involutions. On the other hand, (a, t, K)/E g D, , as 
S is dihedral or quasidihedral. Therefore, (a, Ejt = (ad, E), which is 
clearly impossible. This proves that r(S) < 4. 
We are now in the position to prove Theorem 1 in the case A g 2, x 2, . 
We set s = S/E. By the previous lemma, we may assume that the inverse 
image D of Cs(a) in S is of order at least 26. Since D normalizes (A, x) and 
1 N,(A)1 < 25, (A, x) + 2, x D, . Therefore x does not invert A. Without 
loss, we may assume that a” = ab. Thus A and (ax, b) are the only subgroups 
of (A, x) isomorphic to 2, x 2, . This implies that I D 1 = 26, I N,(A)/ = 25, 
and D contains an element t with At = (ax, b). Since (ux)” = axux = bc, 
ct = bc. Thus Z(S) = Z(D) = (b). 
Let d be an element of N,(A) which inverts A. We see that d2 E (b), as 
(d, A)/(b) e D, . Suppose that C,(E) = E. Then S = D is of order 26 and 
so r(S) < 4 as in Lemma 4. Thus we may assume that C,(E) 3 E. Hence a -- 
centralizes some element of C,(E). This inturn implies that C,(E) 3 E. 
Since any element of D - N,(A) conjugates c to bc, C,(E) C N,(A). Thus 
C,(E) = (d, E) or (ad, E). Without loss, we may assume that C,(E) = (d, E). 
Setting K = (d, E), we first suppose that K E E16. Since C,(a) = (b, c), 
<a, K) c (22 x 22) .I- 22 by L emma 3 (i). Hence (a, K) - K has only one 
conjugacy class of involutions and three classes of elements of order 4 
represented by a, ax, udx. If  D/Kg 2, x 2, , then, as in the proof of 
Lemma 3 (ii), we conclude that D is of type A, . Hence D contains a subgroup 
R isomorphic to Qs * Qs . Since N,(A) C D, it is easy to see, as in Lemma 8, 
that C,(R) c C,(R) C R. Hence r(S) < 4 by Lemma 2. Suppose next that 
D/K E 2, . I f  S 3 D, then S - D contains an element y  which normalizes D. 
Hence (a, K)Y = <a, K). Interchanging y  and yt if necessary, we may 
assume that ug = a (mod (b, c)), inasmuch as ut = U.X (mod (b, c)). But then 
y  normalizes A, contrary to N,(A) C D. Thus S = D. It is now immediate 
that r(S) < 4. 
It thus remains to treat the case K z 2, x 2, x 2, . Since Z(D) = (b), 
d2 = b. We compute that 
(udx)2 = udxudu = uduxadx = uduxbdx = udud-l = 1. 
Setting C = (b, cudx), we shall argue that C is a normal self-centralizing 
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elementary abelian subgroup of D of order 8. As d2 = b, all involutions of 
N,(A) are contained in E or C. Since E 4 D and N,(A) 4 D, we have that 
C Q D. Moreover, C,(C) C N,(A) = C,((b, c)) and neither x nor d 
centralizes C. Hence C,(C) = C, as required. 
Suppose that D contains another such a subgroup Ci; namely C, E EB , 
C, Q D, and C,(C,) = C, . Then C, 3 b. If  / C, n C 1 = 2, then, as usual, 
C,C G Qs * Qs . Since N,(A) C D and C,(C,C) c C,C, we see, as before, 
that C,(C,C) C CrC. Th us r(S) d 4 by Lemma 2. Hence we may assume that 
1 C, n C 1 = 4. Since C, n C 4 D and (b, c) is the unique normal four 
subgroup of D contained in C, C, n C = (6, c). Consequently, C, C 
C,((b, c)) = iVs(A). Thus C, = C, contrary to C, # C. Hence C is the 
unique subgroup of the property. This implies that D/C s D, , and 
C 4 N,(D). I f  S = D, then r(S) d 4. In the contrary case, N,(D) contains 
a subgroup F containing D withF/C s D, x 2, , But then D r) N,(A) will be 
contradicted as A + (a2dx, c) in S. This completes the proof of Theorem 2 
in the case A z 2, x 2, . 
Case(iii). A z 2, 
We set A = (a) and a4 = c. As in the preceeding cases, E denotes a 
normal elementary abelian subgroup of S of order 8. We set E = (c, x, y). 
I f  [a2, E] = 1, then a would centralize a four subgroup of E, contrary to 
C,(A) = A. Hence [a2, E] # 1. Since GL(3,2) has only one conjugacy 
classes of elements of order 4, we may assume that 
xa = xc, ya = yx. 
This inturn implies that 
a2 = ac = ~5 a” = ax. 
The structure of AE is uniquely determined and it follows that (A, x) 
contains exactly two cyclic subgroups of order 8; A = (a) and (ax) = Ag. 
Moreover, AE contains four cyclic subgroups of order 8; (a), (ax), (ay), and 
{uxy) = (uy)“. Since AE cannot contain more than 16 elements of order 8, 
those are all cyclic subgroups of order 8 of AE. 
We set A, = N,(A), A, = N,(A,), and A, = NJA,). From the informa- 
tion above, we have that y  $ A, . Moreover, (c, x) is the unique normal four 
subgroup of S contained in E. Since E/<c, x) c Z(S/(c, x), E normalizes A, . 
Hence EC A, . As Aut(Zs) g 2, x 2, , / A, 1 G 32. If  j S 1 \< 26, then, as 
exp(S) > 8, we see that r(S) G 4. Thus we may assume that 1 S I > 2’. 
Hence, in particular, I A, I = 16 or 32. 
LEMMA 11. If I A, I = 16, then r(S) G 4. 
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Proof. I f  1 A, 1 = 16, then A, = (A, x). As A, contains exactly two 
cyclic subgroups of order 8, we see that [A, : A,] = 2. Thus A, = AIL As 
AE has exactly two conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups of order 8, we must 
have that [A, : A,] = 2. Moreover, there exists an element t in A, - A, with 
(a~)~ = (a), or (ax). Hence at = a (mod E). Therefore A,/E z 2, x 2,. 
Since Aut(E) has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of order 8, we may assume that 
[t, E] = 1. Interchanging t and ty if necessary, we may assume that (a~)~ = a 
or u-l. 
We have that (E, t) g El6 or 2, x Z, x Z, . In the latter case, t2 = c, as 
otherwise a would centralize a four subgroup (c, t2> of E. As [ y, c] = 1, 
we have that (a~)~-~ = a or u-l. We now compute that 
tutu = t2atu = t2(uy)*lu = t2y or t2u2yx. 
As (x)” = I and (u”y.~)” = 1, we conclude that (ta)4 = 1 in both cases. 
Since @(AZ) = (u2, x), @(As) = (u2, E). Hence A, has exactly three 
maximal subgroups; A, , (E, at), and (E, u2, t). Since A, contains 16 elements 
of order 8, while (E, at) contains less than 16 of them as shown above, 
A, g (E, at). As exp((E, u2, t)) < 4, A, g (E, u2, t). Thus A, is charac- 
teristic in A, . Since A, = N,(A,), S = A, must hold. This clearly shows 
that r(S) < 4. 
It thus remains to treat the case 1 N,(A)1 = 32. We have that AJA G 
Z, x Z, and XEA~. Choose an element t of A, - (A, x) with ut = u-i. 
Then (t, A) z D,, or &a , and (tx, A) g QD,, . Therefore, t2 E (c> and A 
is the unique cyclic subgroup of order 8 of (t, A) or (tx, A). Thus A, 
contains exactly two cyclic subgroup of order 8; A and (ax) = A’J. This 
forces that 1 A, : A, 1 = 2 and so 1 A, 1 = 64 and A, = AE. 
Since t inverts a, A,/E g D, . Moreover, C’,?(E) = E, as [a2, E] # 1. 
By the structure of GL(3, 2), A,/E contains a four subgroup DIE with 
C,(D) z Z, . Without loss, we may assume that D = (E, u2, t). As 
(a2, t)/(c) g Z, x Z, , we conclude by Lemma 1 (i), that D/(c) E E16. 
Hence D g Q8 * Qs . I f  C,(D) g D, th en we can find a group V of C,(D) of 
order 4 which contains (c) and is normalized by a. But then Av = A. Hence 
V C A, . On the other hand, clearly CA&D) = Z(D) = (c). This contra- 
diction forces that C,(D) C D. Hence by Lemma 2, we have that r(S) < 4 in 
this case as well. This completes the proof of Theorem 2 in all cases. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let G be a finite group containing a 2-local subgroup M = N,(A) which 
satisfies the condition of Theorem 3; namely, 
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(i) A E El6 and A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(A), 
(ii) N,(A)/C,(A) E A,, A,, S, , A, or N,(A)/C,(A) contains a 
subgroup of index at most 2 isomorphic to 2, x A, . 
Our aim is to show that Sylow 2-subgroups of G are of sectional rank at 
most 4. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing that of N,(A). We 
have two cases to consider; 
(a) N,(A)/C,(A) is transitive on A#, or 
(b) Nc(A)/C,(A) is intransitive on A#. 
We set N = N/O(N). 
LEMMA 12. In the case (a), S is isomorphic to a subgroup of a 2-group of 
type & - 
Proof. It is known, in this case, that m contains a subgroup L isomorphic 
to A, which acts transitively on A# [see 6, Lemma 2.5 and 2.6 of Part II]. 
The structure of a is uniquely determined in the holomorph GL(4,2) . El6 - 
and we see that LA has Sylow 2-subgroups of type L,(4). Let T be a Sylow - 
2-subgroup of the inverse image of LA in i’V, we investigate the structure of 
K = N,(T). Set R = K/O(K). By the structure of a, R contains a sub- 
group P of order 3 which acts fixed-point-free on F. If  some element 2 of 
r? - F stabilizes T 3 Z( 2;) 3 1, then 3 = 2. Hence there must be a 
2-element x in No(A) - T which stabilizes T 1 Z(T) 3 1. Clearly then Y 
((x, T)) 3 5, as the stabilizer of T 1 Z(T)3 1 in Aut(T) is elementary of 
order 2* [6, Lemma 7.4 of Part I]. On the other hand, one can check easily 
that r(N,JA)) = 4 for all cases. 
Thus no element of R - T stabilizes p 2 Z(T) 3 1. Hence by the structure 
of Aut( T), we have that E/r is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sa x S, . 
Moreover, we have l?? Q l?, as in a Sylow 3-subgroup of Aut(T) there is 
only one cyclic subgroup of order 3 which acts fixed-point-free on T. There- 
fore I? = J/f(P) . pi. Now [6, L emma 2.4 (v) of Part II] yields that a Sylow 
2-subgroup of R (hence of K) is isomorphic to a subgroup of type A;, 
containing a 2-group of type L,(4). M oreover, if T, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K 
with TX 2 T, then T is characteristic in T1 for each case. Thus T1 = S is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 13. In the case (b), either S does not contain a normal elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 8 OY / S / < 27. In both cases, r(S) < 4 holds. 
Proof. Again by [6, Lemma 2.5 and 2.6 of Part II] N contains a subgroupz 
isomorphic to A, and m s A, , 
- 
or S, in this case. The structure of LA is - 
uniquely determined and we see that the Sylow 2-subgroups of LA are of type 
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A, . Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the inverse image ofLA in N,(A), then 
T contains a subgroup R isomorphic to Qs * Qs . Suppose that C,(R) g Z(R). 
Then A normalizes a subgroup Y of C,(R) of order 4 containing Z(R). Since 
A > Z(R), V normalizes A. On the other hand, clearly C,(R) = Z(R). This 
contradiction yields that C,(R) = Z(R). Now the lemma follows from 
Lemma 2. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 3 is completed. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Let G be a finite group containing an involution x which satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 4. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M = C,(X). Then 
T = U x W where U g Za x Za and W is dihedral or quasidihedral. We 
denote by S a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing T. I f  S = T, then clearly 
r(S) < 4. Moreover, by [2] and [7], G can be simple only when S z E,, 
and so G G La(16). 
Hence we may assume that S r) T. We have Z(T) = U x Z(W) E EB or 
El, . Since N,(T) acts on Z(T) and C,(U) = T for any involution u of U, 
Z(T) E E,, . This implies that W = Z(W) E 2, x 2, and T g El6 . 
Moreover, Us n U = 1 for any element s of N,(T) - T with s2 E T and so 
<s, T) s (22 x 22) .I- 22 by L emma 3 (i). Thus (s, T) - T contains an 
involution. Let K = 1 N,(T) : T 1 and R = N,(T). Then any element u of U 
has exactly K conjugates in T by the action of R. Hence 2 < k < 8. 
Suppose that k = 2. Then R g (2, x 2,) j 2,. This forces S = R = 
N,(T), as T is characteristic in R. Hence r(S) = 4 and by [5, Lemma 181 S 
cannot be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a simple group. 
Suppose next that k = 8. Since there cannot be two orbits of length 8, all 
involutions of U are conjugate in R. Let a be an involution of R - T which 
maps into the center of R/T. Since all involutions of (a, T) - Tare conjugate, 
as (a, T) G (Z2 x Z2> .f Z2 , we have that R = C,(a) . T. Hence C,(a) is 
normal in R. Moreover, U n C,(a) = 1. As 0 is a normal four subgroup in 
N = R/C,( ) 11 a , a involutions of U cannot be conjugate in R. Thus k = 4. 
I f  S = R = N,(T), then 1 S / = 26 and it is easy to see that r(S) = 4. 
Moreover, by [3] there is no simple group containing an involution which 
satisfies the condition of Theorem 4. So we may assume that ST) R. This 
implies that R contains another elementary abelian subgroup Tl of order 16. 
As C,(U) = T for any element u of U#, Tl n T n U = 1. Hence R = TIT, 
as 1 R I = 26. This in turn implies that R is a split extention of El6 by Z, x Z2 . 
Let B be a complement of T in R with B C Tl . Then C,(b) g Z, x Z, for 
any element b of B#. As shown in the proof of Lemma 2.2 (iv) of Part II of 
[3], GL(4, 2) contains exactly two conjugacy classes of four subgroups of the 
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property of B. Since Z(R) = Tr n T g 2, x 2,) the structure of R is 
uniquely determined and is isomorphic to a 2-group of type L,(4). 
Thus R has exactly two elementary abelian subgroup of order 16. This 
forces that [N,(R) : R] = 2. Setting P = N,(R), we shall argue that S = P. 
It suffices to show that T and Tl are the only subgroups of P isomorphic to 
Ei, . Let t be an element of P - R. By the structure of R, any involution of R 
is contained in T or Tl . Since Tit = T, we have that J&(C,(t)) C Tl n T. 
Thus Cp(t) is of abelian rank 3. This shows that T and Tl are the only sub- 
groups of P of its type. Thus S = P, as required. 
We finally show that r(S) < 4. It suffices to show that S does not contain 
a normal elementary abelian subgroup of order 8. Suppose false and let A 
be one of such subgroups. If  A ?Z R, then A _C T or Tl . However, as 
Tt n T = Tit n Tl z Z, x Z, , 1 At n A 1 < 4. This contradicts the 
normality of A. Hence A $ R. Since A n R is a normal four subgroup of R, 
we must have A n R = T n Tl , inasmuch as a 2-group of type L,(4) has 
unique normal four subgroup. Let a be an element of A - R. Then Ta = Tl . 
Hence a does not map into the center of S/T n Tl . This contradicts the fact 
that A/T n Tl q S/T n Tl . Thus SCN,(S) = @ and so r(S) < 4 by [6]. 
In particular, if G is simple, then G z Ja by [3]. 
Added in Proof. We take this opportunity to correct errors in Gorenstein-Harada’s 
papers. 
(1). Lemma 5.2 of “Finite Simple Groups of Low 2-Rank and The Families 
G,(q), D42(q), q Odd” should read: 
LEMMA 5.2. There exists an elementary abelian subgroup A of R of order 8 containing 
Z with the properties: 
(9 WA) A O(G(AN, 
(4 ~&4/C&9 GU3,2). 
The last nine line of the proof (on the other hand,... and (ii) is proved) should be 
deleted. For a suitable choice of the element x of order 3, it is easy to show that t, u 
or t, uz is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NN(x) with U,X 1 or UZ,X 1, respectively. Since uR, 
the proof is complete. 
The lemma is used in the proof of Lemma 6.3. Clearly the new Lemma 5.2 is 
sufficient to carry out the proof. 
(2). Lemma 4.7(v) of “A characterization of Janko’s two new simple groups” 
is incorrect if the element of order 3 acts fixed-point-free on 5’. In fact there are four 
conjugacy classes of four subgroups invariant by the 3-element. The erroneous 
conjugacy is used on page 390, line f 10. In order to prove Proposition 16.2(ii), 
however, we need only to know the existence of a complement K containing (b, , b,). 
In fact, A&:’ has four conjugacy classes of complements corresponding to the four 
classes of four subgroups invariant under the 3-element. In particular, there is a 
complement K containing (b, , b,). 
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